Our Values Framework
Accountable

Service focussed

• Taking responsibility for our decisions and
actions individually and as a group, using
transparent process and making defendable
decisions.

• Recognising what clients/colleagues want and
need, being transparent, communicative and
articulate when delivering outcomes, and putting
others first.

• When displayed, we feel confident, secure,
respected and respectful. On an organisational
level, we feel obligations are being fulfilled.

• When displayed, we feel able to provide direction
and focus. Providing truthful and honest advice
can be confronting. We feel a sense of
accomplishment and satisfaction, that we
have made a difference to a person’s life.

• We demonstrate it when we take ownership
of actions and decisions to deliver our
business objectives.

• We demonstrate it when we are aware, and
make ourselves aware of customer needs, setting
and managing expectations and boundaries,
and upholding our responsibilities to others.

Proactive

Independent

• Identifying opportunities and taking the
initiative to plan constructively and implement
practices, demonstrating leadership.

• Being impartial and objective.

• When displayed, we feel personally and
professionally prepared, confident and
respected, leading to a sense of achievement
and empowerment.
• We demonstrate it when we think about
the big picture, initiate ideas and act on
opportunities, flexibly and thoughtfully.

Integrity

• When displayed, we feel confident in our
decisions, and that our actions can be relied
on and trusted.
• We demonstrate it when we have open and
transparent decision-making which involves
listening to both sides, making a decision on
available evidence, keeping accurate records,
being open-minded in our approach.

Trust

• Demonstrating our values through consistent
and appropriate actions and holding ourselves
to a recognised high standard.

• A relationship built on honesty. It means
being reliable and being able to rely on
others.

• When displayed, we feel confident and
reassured.

• When displayed, we feel confident, secure
and supported.

• We demonstrate it when we behave
consistently in line with our commitments
and values.

• We demonstrate it when we take responsibility
for our actions, act with honesty and integrity,
and show confidence in others and in our
colleagues.
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